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Wesley Theological Seminary has been accredited by the Commission on Accreditation (COA) of The
Association of Theological Schools since 1940. The school’s accreditation was last reaffirmed in winter
2021, based on an institutional self-study report and a comprehensive evaluation visit by a committee of
peer and public reviewers. Due to the COVID-19 health crisis limiting travel and group gatherings in fall
2020 when the visit was scheduled, this comprehensive evaluation visit was conducted entirely via
virtual means through interactive videoconferencing in keeping with COVID-19 guidelines approved by
the COA Board of Commissioners on March 23, 2020. This remote visit was conducted by the same
evaluation committee selected for the original onsite visit, and the committee interviewed the same
persons and groups of people scheduled for the original onsite visit. At the same time that the COA
Board voted to reaffirm accreditation, it also authorized a follow-up, onsite focused visit to the school
when it is safe and reasonable to do so, per the extended COVID-19 guidelines approved by the COA
Board on February 1, 2021, in order to meet normal requirements for an onsite evaluation that could
not be met via remote visit. This onsite evaluation took place during fall 2021, with findings confirmed
by the COA Board in February 2022. The school’s current period of accreditation expires March 31, 2031.
The school’s current status of Accredited in Good Standing means the school meets all applicable COA
Standards of Accreditation. The school demonstrates educational quality and financial stability and
provides evidence that its student learning outcomes are appropriate, rigorous, and being achieved. The
school has no public sanctions (notation/warning, probation, or show cause).
The school is approved to offer the following degree(s): MDiv, MA, MTS, DMin
The Board has granted approval for the school to offer distance (online) education at the following level:
Comprehensive (Half or More of a Degree)
The school does not have approval for any additional location(s) to offer half or more of a degree.
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